In consideration of public health, open meetings and the Governor's Executive Order No.
7B dated March 10, 2020 regarding PROTECTION OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY
DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND RESPONSE - FURTHER SUSPENSION OR
MODIFICATION OF STATUTES, this meeting will include an option for the public to
phone in to listen to the audio of the meeting. Please note that public comment will not
be received for this meeting. Alternatively, the Board encourages the public to email any
comments for Board consideration to NewtownBOE@newtown.k12.ct.us
To listen to the meeting, please call 1-304-916-7230 The PIN is 193-393-883#

Newtown Public Schools
CIP/Facilities/Finance Sub Committee Agenda
May 27, 2020, 6:00 p.m.
3 Primrose Street
Newtown, CT 06470

CALL TO ORDER
BUSINESS
Item 1 Approval of April 9, 2020 BOE CIP Sub Committee Minutes
Approval of April 30, 2020 BOE CIP Sub Committee Minutes
Item 2 Review of 2020 Building & Site Projects and MG HVAC Bids and
Recommendation
Item 3 Discussion and Possible Action on the Revision to the CIP
Item 4 Recommendation of Additional Expenditures for Fiscal Year 2020
Item 5 Food Service Program
Item 6 Discussion of Non-Lapsing fund and Policy
ADJOURNMENT
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What follows are my attempts at making sense of some issues about the BoE Non-Lapsing Fund that
we’ve begun to talk about this year in the CIP/Facilities/Finance meetings. As this is being written in
isolation, the options listed should be considered possible “seeds,” to be refined, removed, or added to
during our meetings. Hopefully, we will have productive conversations and, if desired, we can update
this document for distribution to the full board membership when presenting our findings.
Recently, questions have been asked, both within the BoE and among members of other boards, about
the purpose and use of the BoE Non-Lapsing Fund (hereinafter called “The Fund”). The CIP/Facilities/
Finance Committee has determined that the purpose of and practices related to The Fund warrant a
closer review and hopes to present to the full membership of the BoE a plan that they agree meets the
goals of the BoE while also constructively addressing the questions that other town leaders may have.
Meanwhile, the district finds itself in an extraordinary position resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic. This year, the estimated year-end balance left over from the budgeted appropriation has two
components. The first is unused funds from the typical operational costs associated with running the
school district. The second is unused funds because of the closure of the schools in response to the
state-wide COVID-19 shutdown. The estimated budget balances are roughly $300,000 for the former
and $950,000 for the latter. At this time, there is a proposal on the table to request that both components
roll into The Fund, though the bulk of the COVID-19 balance is expected to be used both for
educational recovery purposes (social/emotional support, instruction, student/staff physical welfare,
etc.) and for more extenuating uses, e.g., to offset tax increases that would be incurred by near term
BoE CIP requests.
As mentioned in a prior regular BoE meeting, I believe there are two separate conversations we should
have. First, we should understand alternatives for using some of the COVID-19 balance, both to ensure
district recovery from the pandemic and to assist the broader Newtown community, specifically by
helping to reduce the overall tax burden in these extreme times. Second we need to ensure that, in more
ordinary times, the overall purpose for The Fund is well articulated and its management provides a
flexible way to address the general (i.e., normal/routine) operational challenges faced by the district.

COVID-19 Balance
There are (at least) three high-level ways we could disburse the COVID-19 balance:
1) All of the COVID-19 balance gets fully rolled into The Fund and categorized as unreserved.
Points to Ponder:
•

The funds were allocated to the BoE for educational purposes by the taxpayers and would
remain within the administrative authority of the BoE, possibly pending BoF approval, to use
for any such purpose within the scope of the Non-Lapsing Fund.

•

The proposed plan discussed at our last regular meeting and provided to the BoF on Apr. 23
suggests using $650,000 of unreserved funds to offset the tax burden on Newtown taxpayers
along with $250,000 for educational purposes resulting from the shutdown. In doing this, the
purpose of the Non-Lapsing Fund, at least for this extraordinary year, has been extended to be
used in a way that complements the CIP process, potentially setting a precedent that may or
may not benefit the district in the long term.

•

More??
1
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2) The Town (via the BoF) decides to transfer all of the COVID-19 balance into the Town’s Unassigned
General Fund.
Points to Ponder:
•

Money that was allocated for educational purposes reverts to the Town.

•

The Town can use money as it deems prudent to help address the impact of COVID-19.

•

BoE access to such money then requires a more time-consuming process to access.

•

More??

3) Hybrid+ Approach - The BoE, with BoF approval, rolls a potion of the COVID-19 balance needed to
cover pandemic-related educational expenses into The Fund, but earmarked as COVID-19 Recovery
(e.g.), and transfers the rest to the Town’s Unassigned General Fund. When the district has fully
recovered from this extraordinary event the BoE, with BoF approval, will designate any remaining
funds back to the nonreserved category.
Points to Ponder:
•

The BoE would have more direct administrative access to funds for expenses resulting from
COVID-19.

•

The expenses, overall, needed for the district to recover from the pandemic may not be known a
priori. Having as much money as makes sense on hand while recovering could help reduce the
impact on normal educational operations.

•

The purpose and management of the The Fund can more easily be discussed independently of
the very unusual events that resulted in a higher than normal end-of-year balance.

•

More??

(Normal) Non-Lapsing Fund Purpose and Use
According the the information provided in the April 9, 2020 meeting of the CIP/Facilities/Finance
Committee, the amended statute establishing a non-lapsing account reads:
Sec 10-248a. Unexpended educational funds account. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 2020,
and each fiscal year thereafter, notwithstanding any provision of the general statutes or any
special act, municipal charter, home rule ordinance or other ordinance, the board of finance in
each town having a board of finance, the board of selectman [sic] in each town having no board
of finance or the authority making appropriations for the school district for each town may
deposit into a nonlapsing account any unexpended funds from the prior fiscal year from the
budgeted appropriation for education for the town, provided (1) such deposited amount does not
exceed two percent of the total budgeted appropriation for education for such prior fiscal year,
(2) each expenditure from such account shall be made only for educational purposes, and (3)
each such expenditure shall be authorized by the local board of education for such town.1
Per BoE Chair Dr. Ku, a motivation for Statute 10-248a was to provide districts with an alternative
method to manage the year-end fund balance. In allowing the BoE to create a non-lapsing account (The
Fund), the state legislature provided a mechanism for funds previously appropriated and funded by the
taxpayers to be available to the BoE for educational purposes. The BoE plans to update Policy 3171.1
1
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regarding the Non-Lapsing Education Fund. (Note that some of the practices may be reflected in the
policy’s companion administrative regulations.)
In general, The Fund could be a tool to help the district with known but unpredictable expenses, and
would also serve as a mechanism to reduce overall expenses related to BoE capital projects. Some of
the known, but unpredictable, expenses include:
Special Education
According to information provided by Dr. Ku to the BoF on Feb. 6, 2020, expenditures as provided in
the approved budgeted and actual costs for special-education related items rarely match, noting a
deficit of more than $430,000 per year, on average, over the prior 8 years. (The average deficit for a 5year average is over $550,000 while the 3-year average is over $415,000.)
Currently, the BoE has a budgeted item of $100,000 per year that, if unspent, moves into a non-lapsing
account reserved for special education. This is the only way to specifically increase the funds reserved
for special education and so has difficulty reliably providing the $400,000+ shortfall for special
education funding. If we hope to create a special education budget that is fully, and only, based on
current special education expected expenses we need to address the following questions:
•

Are there other methods to create a reliable a funding mechanism to offset the unpredictability
of special education expenses that also allows some flexibility in accessing the funds (as a
backup) in the case of unforeseen emergencies?

•

If the funds get depleted in a year due to a very high unanticipated special education costs, what
are ways it can be replenished so that a reasonable amount is available for the following fiscal
year? Is it legal/reasonable to replenish the account from, e.g., the Unassigned Fund Balance?
What would that process look like?

•

More??

Emergencies
Currently (from what I understand) the budget includes an account for Building & Site Maintenance
and another for Building & Site Emergency Repairs. The practice has been to use the funds available
provided for maintenance for any overages incurred by emergency repairs. This practice could lead to
previously planned maintenance being pushed back by a year, possibly causing a disruption to an
overall maintenance plan. However, the current practice gives the district administrative direct control
over addressing emergencies. In the past, larger-scale emergencies (like the Reed oil spill) were paid by
both budgeted BoE funds and the Town’s unassigned General Fund. The use of budgeted BoE funds
(again, from what I understand) had a noticeable impact on accounts throughout the budget. If the NonLapsing fund is used to address emergencies that exceed funds available in the operation budget, we
need to address the following questions:
•

Is access to the funds an issue? If so, is there a way to allow the BoE to have direct
administrative access to the funds?

•

More??

Other Examples??
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